Complaint Footnotes
Footnote 1.

Window Alert is a Google Advertiser as shown below.

WindowAlert also is displayed in shopping searches:

https://windowalert.com/butterfly-decal-envelope-4decals/?_vsrefdom=adwords&gclid=CjwKCAjwmqKJBhAWEiwAMvGt6MlmjNu6ahVk5tNKq5xW98XBLnsQzoZ5EllNoc7E3CpsM2e-4-sqBoC9bQQAvD_BwE
------------------
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Footnote 2.- The Condor, Volume 116, 2014, pp. 8–23
DOI: 10.1650/CONDOR-13-090.1

Footnote 3.

Polling showing that WindowAlert decals are one of consumers’ the
first choices to prevent bird window collision deaths.
1.A Clear Threat to Conservation: Using Public Policy to Reduce Bird Collisions with Windows
in Homes by Eric Joshua Warren
B.A. (Hons., Public Administration), University of Saskatchewan, 2010
2. Local perceptions, attitudes, beliefs, and practices toward
bird-window collisions in Monteverde, Costa Rica
Rose Marie Menacho-Odio UNED Research Journal (ISSN: 1659-441X) Vol. 10(1): 33-40,
June, 2018

Footnote 4.
The text summarizes the findings in this journal article.
The Wilson Journal of Ornithology 121(Jun 2009):314-32
“These findings support the interpretation that decals or other objects such as
feathers placed on or hung in front of a window are ineffective at preventing bird strikes
when used alone. Increasing their numbers so they uniformly cover the window surface,
and separating decals or strings of feathers and beads by 5 to 10 cm (2”o or 4”) provides
complete or near-complete avoidance.”

Footnote 5.
This screen shot from the WindowAlert website shows the advice they give to buyers regarding
the spacing of the decals. The spacing advice is in #5. It is retyped here to make it readable.
#5 above reads: “Place decals on the outside of the window. Concentrate decals at center then
work out, placing decals at a minimum of on every 2 feet of glass. For maximum protection,
scientific studies suggest placing decals two inches horizontal by four inches vertical from one
another.”
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Footnote 6.

Screenshot of WindowAlert advertising showing its decals very widely
spaced. The main window is about 4’ by 4’. The 2 sidelights are 16” by 4’. The upper window
is about 2’ by 4.’
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Footnote 7. WindowAlert shows only 7 decals on the large set of windows shown

above. Packets are sold $6.95 for 5 or $6.95 for 8. The diagram below shows how many
decals would be needed to meet the scientific standard. Each yellow square represents one
4” wide decal. They are spaced 4” apart. Thus this large set of windows would require
between 30 and 36 decals – depending on how the edges are spaced. The arched window
would require 10 or 12, and each of the sidelights would require 5 or 6 decals for a total of
45-54.

Thus a consumer looking at the large window with only 7 decals thinks he can effectively protect
against bird strikes for $6.95 At the 4” spacing scientific standard the cost of the decals would
be $39 -$75, depending on the number of decals required and whether a slightly larger than 4”
area is protected along the edges.
The cost, if installed to meet the scientific standard, is 5 to 10 times times the price the consumer
is expecting if he follows WindowAlert’s advice and installs them as shown on Window Alert’s
photo.

Footnote 8. If WindowAlert’s decals are applied at the scientific spacing standard they

would so interfere with vision out the window a consumer would not use them. The diagram
shown above is repeated here to illustrate this. The yellow squares represent the WindowAlert
decals.
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Footnote 10.

WindowAlert’s claim that its UV product “Glows like a stop light to
birds” is shown in this screen shot from its YouTube video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEykS9gBDPk at 30 seconds
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Footnote 11.
Bird collisions with glass surfaces – Test report birdpen®. Test according to ONR 191040 and
WIN-Test in the Flight Tunnel II of the Biological Station Hohenau-Ringelsdorf. April 2015
Martin Rössler by order of the Wiener Umweltanwaltschaft (Ombuds Office for Environmental
Protection of the City of Vienna, Austria
Håstad O, Ödeen A. 2014. A vision physiological estimation of ultraviolet window marking
visibility to birds. PeerJ 2:e621

Footnote 12. The two photos below show that

birds hit windows with WindowAlert
decals. The wide spacing of Window Alert decals permits the bird to think that there is enough
space for it to fly around the decals. To the bird, these spaces either reflect safe areas behind it
or are perceived as empty space.
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